DIRECTIONS

How to find us in Cologne

**By car:**
From the North/East:
Starting from the junction 'Kreuz Leverkusen', take the A3 to exit 'Köln-Ost': follow the B55a to exit 'Deutz/Kölnerarena/Polizeipräsidium'.
On 'Straße des 17. Juni', turn left at the first traffic lights. After the roundabout you will find our office on the right.

From the South:
Follow the A3 until 'Kreuz Heumar' and change to the A4 - towards 'Köln-Deutz'. At the junction 'Kreuz Gremberg' go onto the A559 towards 'Königs-winter/K-Deutz'. Stay right towards 'Köln-Deutz'. Take the exit 'Kalk/Poll' and continue on 'Rolshover Straße' to the end. Turn left on 'Kalker Hauptstraße'. The second street on the right is 'Barcelona-Allee'. You will find our office at the second roundabout on the right-hand side.

Parking is available at the office. Additionally there is parking space in the 'Bauhaus' car park or chargeable parking space in the 'Köln Arcaden'.

**Public Transport:**
Starting from Cologne Central Station or the station 'Kölner Messe/Deutz', take the local train (S-Bahn) line 12, 13 or 19 (towards 'Deutz') to 'Trimbornstraße'. Go left and take a short walk to 'Kalker Hauptstraße'. Turn right, towards 'Kölner Arcaden' shopping mall and then, turn left onto 'Barcelona-Allee'. After 400 metres you will find our office on the right.

- You can get the tram station 'Kalk Post' with the line 7 or 9.
- Starting at 'Deutzer Bahnhof', you can get to the bus stop Corintostraße (directly opposite the Odysseum) with bus 150 in 7 minutes.

**By plane:**
Transfer by taxi from 'Köln/Bonn' airport to our office takes about 20 minutes. Alternatively, you can take the S13 local train at Terminal 2 to the stop 'Trimbornstraße' and take a short walk to our office (see description 'Public Transport').
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